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Admin
• Maybe of interest: AAAI conference downtown next week
– (it’s US$640+ to go, so…)

• A bunch of people in town for AAAI are giving talks on campus
– https://caida.ubc.ca/event/aaai-2024-visits
– Especially TrustML workshop on the 28th:

– https://trustml.ubc.ca/events/trustml-workshop-ubc-february-2024
– Register (for free) by the 21st – only if you’ll actually go so they can plan appropriately

– Generally: technical talks can be really great, can also be hard to understand
• (Imagine this class if I put less effort into things making sense)
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https://caida.ubc.ca/event/aaai-2024-visits
https://trustml.ubc.ca/events/trustml-workshop-ubc-february-2024


A note about this lecture
• We’re going to explore what machine learning models learn
• This is a hugely important are of machine learning
– The topic of the workshop I’m at right now…

• The general ideas here are “core content” for the course
• Not the details of any example
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2017:

Incredibly rapid progress in computer vision
My first paper (CVPR 2012):
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https://djsutherland.ml/papers/cvpr-12.pdf; https://arxiv.org/pdf/1706.02677.pdf;  https://paperswithcode.com/sota/image-classification-on-imagenet



Incredibly rapid progress in computer vision
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http://www.themtank.org/a-year-in-computer-vision; https://paperswithcode.com/sota/image-classification-on-imagenet

(top 5 error)



Incredibly rapid progress in NLP
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(became “Generating Text with RNNs”, ICML 2011)

https://www.cs.toronto.edu/~jmartens/docs/RNN_Language.pdf


Last time: Transformers
• Stack a bunch of self-attention layers together with per-token MLPs
– Plus a few other tricks; make it as big as you can

• Train it to predict the next word
On as much of the internet as you can slurp up

• Profit
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Fortune, Dec 2023

https://fortune.com/2023/12/23/openai-valuation-100-billion-funding-round/


The training data
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.00027



• LLMs absolutely memorize
text they’ve read

• How much does that
affect “normal” uses?

• One way to avoid this is 
differential privacy
– We don’t really know how

to effectively train big 
models with privacy yet
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https://x.com/paul_cal/status/1740773165205479435



ChatGPT/etc: curated language modeling
• Added “instructions” to dataset:
– Examples like “Please summarize this text: [text], [summary]”

• Added more examples with code, and descriptions of that code
– “Write a Python function to […]: [code]”

• These two add/enhance grounding for the language model
– (At least as argued by Yoav Goldberg; this is a slightly controversial use of the term “grounding”)

• Reinforcement learning from human feedback
– Example dialogues between a human and an “AI”
– Shows it “how to behave” and to “remember” things within a conversation
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https://gist.github.com/yoavg/59d174608e92e845c8994ac2e234c8a9


https://twitter.com/biasbe/status/1736446809046708613; https://twitter.com/Zoeytrope/status/1756536817141358831
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Prompt injection: security risks

https://x.com/dylan522p/status/1755118636807733456; https://greshake.github.io
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Only true if A is 
symmetric, which we’re 
explicitly not assuming

(Also, doing this is explicitly 
cheating, don’t do it)
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https://twitter.com/AndrewYNg/status/1600284752258686976

December 2022.
This example 
doesn’t work 
anymore; they’ve 
continued the 
training from 
human feedback 
process.
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https://the-decoder.com/language-models-know-tom-cruises-mother-but-not-her-son/
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From the demo video for the launch of Google Bard

https://twitter.com/astrogrant/status/1623091683603918849



https://twitter.com/soldni/status/1617993864241123328

paper: On the Harms of Gender Exclusivity 
and Challenges in Non-Binary 
Representation in Language Technologies
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.12084
https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.12084
https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.12084
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https://twitter.com/ruchowdh/status/1625831311846871040
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https://twitter.com/spiantado/status/1599462375887114240



Training data
• LLMs are trained on big swaths of the internet
• Lots of the internet is a nasty place

• Can try to filter some of that out, but that can easily go wrong too
– Banned words from one major model include

“sex”/“sexuality”/etc, “twink” (lots of queer content)
“bastard” (lots of Game of Thrones content)
“Lolita” (lots of literary / film content)
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https://twitter.com/willie_agnew/status/1350551463718621184?s=20


Training data
• Heavy internet contributors a very biased portion of English speakers
– GPT-2/3 filtered by Reddit links: heavily male, young, Western user bias

• “Toxicity” detectors’ mistakes are often contextually biased:
– “White’s attack on Black is brutal. White is stomping all over Black’s defenses. 

The Black King is gonna fall. . .” (paper)
– Detectors much more likely to misidentify

African-American English as offensive (paper)

• Trained by Kenyan/Ugandan/Indian workers
making ≤ $2/hour
“That was torture,” he said. “You will read a number of statements like that all through the week. By the 
time it gets to Friday, you are disturbed from thinking through that picture.”
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.10280
https://aclanthology.org/P19-1163.pdf
https://time.com/6247678/openai-chatgpt-kenya-workers/


It’s not just LLMs…
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Sexism in other NLP models
• Hungarian has gender neutral pronouns.

– Google assigns a gender based on frequencies in training set:

• Amazon’s hiring algorithm penalized candidates with “woman/women” in application
– “Most engineers at Amazon are men, so engineers should be men”

https://twitter.com/doravargha/status/1373211762108076034 24



25https://twitter.com/MissTrifolium/status/1673035389966209025



26https://twitter.com/ronawang/status/1679867848741765122; https://twitter.com/Chicken3gg/status/1274314622447820801



27https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2023-generative-ai-bias/

Of course, nobody hard-coded 
“prefer white men”

Some of these kinds of biases 
are in the training data



28https://twitter.com/JanelleCShane/status/1405598023619649537



But it’s not just the data

• Some older models 
(like the Obama 
super-resolution 
example) tend to 
collapse to most 
common group 29

• Hard to analyze training 
data directly for Stable 
Diffusion…

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2023-generative-ai-bias/

https://www.404media.co/laion-datasets-removed-stanford-csam-child-abuse/



Attempted fix
• “Wrappers” around image models sometimes silently change 

prompts like “doctor” to “Hispanic doctor” to try to balance
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https://www.reddit.com/r/dalle2/comments/16py1bm/comment/k1tw9tt/https://x.com/DerekPutin/status/1728928441507189069https://x.com/BoyNamedShit/status/172893706309197434
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Not just generative models, either

Some of these biases come from the training data
(there are many more images of Black basketball players than Asian ones)

But it’s not just the data:
training data: 55% have one+ white person, 53% one+ Black person
“prototype” analysis: 44% one+ white person, 78% one+ Black person

Called “bias amplification” (one paper) – one hypothesis is it’s a “shortcut feature”
https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.11443
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.11706
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.02659; https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.08536



Removing bias from the training data?
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• Sometimes these issues can be reduced
by careful data collection
– Might help to train on a more diverse group

https://sites.google.com/view/cvpr2022-fairness-tutorial   based on   https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.07999



Removing bias from the training data?
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• Sometimes this is hard or impossible – biases can be really baked in

https://sites.google.com/view/cvpr2022-fairness-tutorial   based on   https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.09191



Removing bias from the training data?
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• Sometimes this is hard or impossible – biases can be really baked in

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/landig/article/PIIS2589-7500(22)00063-2/fulltext

In our study, we show that standard AI deep learning models can be trained to predict race from medical images with 
high performance across multiple imaging modalities, which was sustained under external validation conditions (x-ray 
imaging [area under the receiver operating characteristics curve (AUC) range 0.91–0.99], CT chest imaging [0.87–0.96], 
and mammography [0.81]). We also showed that this detection is not due to proxies or imaging-related surrogate 
covariates for race (eg, performance of possible confounders: body-mass index [AUC 0.55], disease distribution [0.61], 
and breast density [0.61]). Finally, we provide evidence to show that the ability of AI deep learning models persisted 
over all anatomical regions and frequency spectrums of the images, suggesting the efforts to control this behaviour 
when it is undesirable will be challenging and demand further study.



Algorithmic Fairness Techniques
• Bunch of work over the past ~10 years on computational fairness;

different notions of “what does fair mean” and how to achieve them

We might cover more detail later; also see DSCI 430 36

A Black person who’s
not going to reoffend is
more likely to be denied
bail than a white person

If the model says 60%
chance of reoffending,
~60% will do so across
groups



Ended up mostly removing the auto-cropping algorithm
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https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/sep/21/twitter-apologises-for-racist-image-cropping-algorithm



Limits of Computational Fairness Techniques
• Bunch of work over the past ~10 years on computational fairness;

different notions of “what does fair mean” and how to achieve them
– Some fundamental incompatibilities between properties you’d like

• Usually depend on knowing the attributes (or predicting…)
• Often fail at intersectionality
– “I’d like to be unbiased w.r.t. race, and w.r.t. gender”
– “Okay: accept most white women and Black men,

reject most white men and Black women”

• Often require fixed, discrete categories (like the example above…)
• Lots of kinds of “fairness” issues they fundamentally can’t address
• Difficult to achieve, difficult to generalize, … 38



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GOn3-P6KZ9E
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• From “How to Recognize AI Snake Oil”.

40

https://www.cs.princeton.edu/~arvindn/talks/MIT-STS-AI-snakeoil.pdf


Some Issues with Algorithms for Social Prediction
• Does fighting over-fitting give bad predictions on sub-groups?

– If you have 99% “Group A” in your dataset, 
model can do well on average by only focusing on Group A
• Treat the other 1% as outliers

– Does “not trying to overfit” mean we perform badly on some groups?
– Can we discover what groups exist in our dataset?

• What if all institutions use the same algorithm?
– You apply for jobs everywhere, and are always rejected by the algorithm?

• Even though you may be arbitrarily close to the decision threshold

• Fixing various societal problems with using ML algorithms:
– Hot research topic at the moment (good thesis or course project topic)
– We do not currently have nice “solutions” for these issues

• Try to think of potential confounding factors, and consider whether ML is not appropriate
41



Are we learning the actual concept, or just correlations?

• Are the networks understanding the fundamental concepts?
– Is being “surrounded by green” part of the definition of cow?
– Do we need to have examples of cows in different environments?

• Kids don’t need this.

• Image colourization:

https://www.onegreenplanet.org/news/cows-enjoy-the-beach/
https://mathwithbaddrawings.com/2017/10/18/5-ways-to-troll-your-neural-network/
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“Shortcut features”
• CNNs may not be learning what you think they are.
– CNN for diagnosing enlarged heart:

• Higher values mean more likely to be enlarged:

– CNN says “portable” protocol is predictive:
• But they are probably getting a “portable” 

scan because they’re too sick to go the hospital

– CNN was biased by the scanning protocol
• Learns the scans that more-sick patients get
• This is not what we want in a medical test

https://medium.com/@jrzech/what-are-radiological-deep-learning-models-actually-learning-f97a546c5b98 43



44https://interaktiv.br.de/ki-bewerbung/en/
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https://twitter.com/milesrichardson/status/1741326640813084679

https://www.reddit.com/r/OpenAI/comments/1amgtk3/attention_is_all_you_need/



46https://www.theverge.com/features/23764584/ai-artificial-intelligence-data-notation-labor-scale-surge-remotasks-openai-chatbots



Non-robustness to domain shifts
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Source: “generalist” ICU
Target: “specialist” ICU

https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.01034



• Despite high level of abstraction, deep CNNs are easily fooled:
– What happens when you give a weird input to a CNN?

Non-robustness to weird inputs

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1608.01745v1.pdf 49



50https://twitter.com/ResNeXtGuesser/status/1455270938719653890



• Despite high level of abstraction, deep CNNs are easily fooled:
– What happens when you give a weird input to a CNN?

• Imperceptible noise can change the predicted label
– “Adversarial examples” (can change to any other label)

Non-robustness to adversarial attacks 

51https://arxiv.org/pdf/1412.6572.pdf, https://blog.openai.com/adversarial-example-research/; https://github.com/anishathalye/obfuscated-gradients



Adversarial attacks in the real world
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1712.09665.pdf; https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.08945.pdf

Each of these 
images is predicted 
as “speed limit: 45”

(for one particular 2017-era 
classifier)



• Those adversarial attacks were a few years old
• Are recent more complex, multimodal methods better?

Adversarial attacks against multimodal models

53https://openai.com/blog/multimodal-neurons/



• We’re still missing a lot of theory and understanding deep learning.

• “Good CS expert says: Most firms that think they want advanced AI/ML 
really just need linear regression on cleaned-up data.”

Mission Accomplished?

54http://www.argmin.net/2017/12/05/kitchen-sinks/

http://www.overcomingbias.com/2016/12/this-ai-boom-will-also-bust.html
http://www.overcomingbias.com/2016/12/this-ai-boom-will-also-bust.html


Summary
• Deep learning has seen incredible progress
• But it (and other ML methods!) can have really serious problems
– Can be biased

• Datasets are typically not at all “representative of the world”
• And in lots of aspects we’d like to improve the world, not stagnate it…
• Models can even amplify bias
• Can interact with humans in surprising (bad) ways

– Can be surprisingly not robust to minor changes
• Adversarial attacks
• Domain shifts
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Energy Costs
• Current methods require:
– A lot of data.
– A lot of time to train.
– Many training runs to do hyper-parameter optimization.

• Recent paper regarding recent deep language models:
– Entire training procedure for “Transformer (big)” emits 5 times more CO2

than lifetime emission of a car, including making the car
• PaLM, LAMDA, GPT-3  final training runs used ~100,000x as much 

compute as “Transformer (big)”
– Estimated it would cost you ~US$20 million to retrain PaLM

(if you had the data and code)
56

https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.02243
https://blog.heim.xyz/palm-training-cost/


Are CNNs learning something sensible?
• Recall that deep learning and CNNs are

motivated by ideas about human vision.
– First layers detect simple features like

Gaussians, Gabors, Laplacian of Gaussian.
– Later layers detect more complicated 

features like corners, repeating patterns.
– Deeper layers starts to recognize complex

parts of objects.
– Deepest layers recognize full object

concepts.
• Is this what trained CNNs actually do? 

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Sensory_Systems/Visual_Signal_Processing
http://fortune.com/ai-artificial-intelligence-deep-machine-learning/
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Are CNNs learning something sensible?
• Filters learned by first layer of original AlexNet (first CNN winner):

• Many other models give similar results (but often only first layer).
http://papers.nips.cc/paper/4824-imagenet-classification-with-deep-convolutional-neural-networks.pdf 59



Are CNNs learning something sensible?
• It’s harder to visualize what is learned in other layers.
– Approach 1:

• Search for training data image patches
that maximally-activates a filter.

• Then try to reason about what the filter is doing.

– Approach 2:
• Apply deconvolution network

to these patches to try to 
“reverse” the operations.

• Uses transposed convolutions
and unpooling to visualize
“what activated the filter”.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1311.2901v3.pdf 60



Are CNNs learning something sensible?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1311.2901v3.pdf 61



Are CNNs learning something sensible?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1311.2901v3.pdf 62



Are CNNs learning something sensible?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1311.2901v3.pdf 63



Are CNNs learning something sensible?
• We can look at how prediction changes if we hide part of image:

http://cs231n.github.io/understanding-cnn/
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https://twitter.com/MovingToTheSun/status/1625156575202537474/
68

A fun example of things going really off 
the rails with the Feb 2023 version of 
Bing Chat; when this got a lot of 
attention, they (naturally) put a lot of 
safeguards in against it



https://twitter.com/MovingToTheSun/status/1625156575202537474/
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https://twitter.com/MovingToTheSun/status/1625156575202537474/
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https://twitter.com/MovingToTheSun/status/1625156575202537474/
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https://twitter.com/MovingToTheSun/status/1625156575202537474/
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https://twitter.com/MovingToTheSun/status/1625156575202537474/
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https://twitter.com/beyonddigiskies/status/1625272928341463041
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https://twitter.com/GazTheJourno/status/1625889483664113664
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